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Whats Next for the Middle East...and How Will It Affect Us?Iran has repeatedly declared its intention to
destroy Israel. ISIS continues to gain ground, leaving a trail of death and terror in its wake. And Russia is

inserting itself into Middle Eastern affairs in a power play prophesied long ago.ISIS, Iran, Israel is an updated
edition of the book Iran and Israel by prophecy scholar Mark Hitchcock, with all-new information on ISIS,
Russian involvement in Syria and Iran, and the state of relations between Israel and Iran. Hitchcock brings a
strong biblical perspective to the latest conflicts, while answering important questions such as...Where did
ISIS come from-and why are its tactics so brutal?Are we on the road to the Apocalypse? Will there ever be
peace in the Middle East?What can we expect in the days to come?How are events in the Middle East
affecting America today?An eye-opening survey of where things stand and how it all ties in with Bible

prophecy.

Middle East Bureau Chief for CBN News Chris Mitchell takes you behind the news in the Middle East and
shows why these. A weekend drone attack on Saudi Arabia that cut into global energy supplies and halved
the kingdoms oil production threatened Sunday to fuel a regional crisis as the U.S. released new evidence to

back up its allegation that Iran was responsible for the assault amid heightened tensions over Tehrans
collapsing nuclear deal. The decision will fulfill Trumps longstated goal of bringing troops home from Syria

but military leaders have pushed back for months arguing that the IS group remains a threat and could
regroup in Syrias longrunning civil war.
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Insists Iran Remains The Main Enemy Jason Ditz Posted on Janu Categories News Tags Iran ISIS Israel.
Screenshot China Plus via Tehran Times The convict identified as Seyed Mahmoud Mousavi Majd had

connections with the CIA and the Israeli espionage service Mossad and provided them with intelligence on
the Quds Forces of. IRAn and isis. Supporting ISIS for Israel enables them to eliminate two issues at once

only once Syria is no longer a concern a move which would in turn neutralize Iranian influence in the region
Israel then would turn its attention to ISIS bolstered by other antiISIS forces from Saudi Arabia Turkey and
the United States. A lock or https means youve safely connected to the.gov website. The political assistant to
the commander of the Quds Force of the Revolutionary Guard in Iran Ahad Karim Khani said that. We offer
fast reliable delivery to your door. ISIS Iran Israel. ISIS Iran and Israel attempts to answer the question What
You Need to Know about the Mideast Crisis and Upcoming Mideast War. Iran is already in the grip of an
economic crisis. ISIS Iran Israel by Hitchcock Mark from Flipkart.com. ISIS Iran Israel book. Iran has

repeatedly declared its intention to destroy Israel. dollar down from when it traded 40500 to 1 a year ago.
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